FIG. 1. This is the corrected
in the Supplemental Material of [5] , showing the violin plots for the parametrized test, combining posteriors for GW170104 with the two confident detections made in LIGO's first observing run, GW150914 and GW151226.
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The correction for the Supplemental Material of [5] appears below, while the others are available in [6, 7] . All these results are consistent with GR.
We also correct here a misprint in Eq. 5 of the Supplemental Material: the correct equation is, Note that, while this error also affected the analysis of GW170608 [20] , the reported results require no changes: with the corrected analysis, the GR-predicted PN coefficient values continue to be consistent with the data. No change is required regarding the preliminary reported results for GW170814 [21] either.
